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The problem of constructing eﬃciently a primitive element for a given ﬁnite ﬁeld is notoriously
diﬃcult in the computational theory of ﬁnite ﬁelds. That is why one considers less restrictive ques-
tion: to ﬁnd an element with high multiplicative order. It is suﬃcient in this case to obtain a lower
bound on the order. High order elements are needed in several applications. Such applications include
but are not limited to cryptography, coding theory, pseudo random number generation and combina-
torics.
Gao [6] gives an algorithm for constructing high order elements for many (conjecturally all) general
extensions Fqn of ﬁnite ﬁeld Fq with the lower bound on the order nlogq n/(4 logq(2 logq n))−1/2. For special
ﬁnite ﬁelds, it is possible to construct elements which can be proved to have much higher orders. High
order elements are constructed in [4] for Kummer extensions of the form Fq2n and Fq3n . The lower
bounds on the multiplicative orders are equal to 2n
2/2+3n/2+ρ2(q−1)−1 and 3n2/2+3n/2+ρ3(q−1) corre-
spondently; where, as usual, for a prime k, ρk(n) denotes the highest power of k dividing integer n.
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5.8n is obtained in this case.
Extensions connected with a notion of Gauss period are considered in [2]. More precisely, the
following extensions are constructed. Let r = 2s + 1 be a prime number coprime with q. Let q be a
primitive root modulo r, that is, the multiplicative order of q modulo r equals to r − 1. Set Fq(θ) =
Fqr−1 = Fq[x]/Φr(x), where Φr(x) = xr−1 + xr−2 + · · · + x + 1 is the r-th cyclotomic polynomial and
θ = x (mod Φr(x)). It is clear that the equality θ r = 1 holds. The element β = θ + θ−1 is called a
Gauss period of type ((r − 1)/2,2). It generates normal base over Fq [2].
Elements of high order are used in the AKS algorithm, due to Agrawal, Kayal and Saxena [1]. The
idea of AKS is as follows. Let n be an input of the algorithm. Choose small integer r with speciﬁc
properties and show that the set {θ + a | a = 1, . . . , √r logn} generates large enough subgroup in
the multiplicative group of the ﬁnite ﬁeld F p[x]/h(x), where p is a prime divisor of n, h(x) is an
irreducible divisor of Φr(x), θ is a coset of x. Usually in AKS implementation r is prime, n is primitive
modulo r and h(x) = Φr(x). The fastest known deterministic version of AKS runs in (logn)6+o(1) time,
the fastest randomized version – in (logn)4+o(1) time [7]. If the conjecture in [1, p. 791] were true,
this would improve the complexity of AKS to (logn)3+o(1) . The conjecture means that the element
θ − 1 has high enough order.
Let q be a power of a prime number p, and Fq be a ﬁnite ﬁeld with q elements. We use F ∗q to
denote the multiplicative group of Fq . A partition of an integer C is a sequence of such non-negative
integers u1, . . . ,uC that
∑C
j=1 ju j = C . U (C) denotes the number of the partitions of C . U (C,d) de-
notes the number of such partitions of C , for which u1, . . . ,uC  d, i.e., each part appears no more
than d times. Q (C,d) denotes the number of such partitions of C , for which u j = 0 if j ≡ 0 mod d,
i.e., each part is not divisible by d. 〈δ〉 denotes the group generated by δ, and G × H – the direct
product of groups G and H .
It is shown in [2], that the order of β is at least U ((r−3)/2, p−1). In Section 1, we generalize this
result and show that for any integer e, any integer f coprime with r, any non-zero element a in the
ﬁeld Fq , the order of the element θe(θ f +a) in the ﬁeld Fq(θ) is at least U (r−2, p−1). In particular,
the multiplicative order of Gauss period β = θ + θ−1 = θ−1(θ2 + 1) is at least U (r − 2, p − 1). This
bound improves the previous bound U ((r − 3)/2, p − 1) of Ahmadi, Shparlinski and Voloch [2]. We
show that the order of the element θe(θ f + a) for a2 	= ±1 is at least [U ((r − 3)/2, p − 1)]2/2. Using
elements β and (θ−1 + a)(θ + a)−1, we also construct an element with order at least
[
U (r − 2, p − 1)U((r − 3)/2, p − 1)]/2.
In Section 2, we obtain, using results from [3,8], explicit lower bounds in terms of p and r on the
multiplicative orders. In Section 3, we give a few numerical examples of the main results.
1. Lower bounds based on integer partition on orders of ﬁnite ﬁeld elements
In this section, we prove Theorem 1 below that gives lower bounds on the multiplicative orders
of certain ﬁnite ﬁeld elements. Elements from part (a) of Theorem 1 have more general form than
Gauss period of type ((r − 1)/2,2). Parts (b), (c) and (d) are added to the formulation of the theorem
because the multiplicative group F ∗
qr−1 contains a direct product of two groups. Elements from part (b)
are used to construct a subgroup of the ﬁrst group. Elements from part (c) are used to construct a
subgroup of the second group. Elements from part (d) are a generator of the direct product of these
two subgroups. Calculations in Section 3 show that lower bound on the orders of these elements is
better than the orders of elements from part (a). However, elements from part (d) are not a general
form of Gauss period.
Elements from Corollary 3 are a generator of analogous direct product of two subgroups: ﬁrst one
is constructed using Gauss period, and second one – using elements from part (c). Calculations show
that lower bound on the orders of these elements is better than the orders of elements from part (d).
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than p − 1 times. We use for the proof of parts (a), (b), (c) of the theorem a technique similar to that
in [2].
Theorem 1. Let q be a power of prime number p, r = 2s + 1 be a prime number coprime with q, q be a
primitive root modulo r, θ generate the extension Fq(θ) = Fqr−1 , e be any integer, f be any integer coprime
with r, a be any non-zero element in the ﬁnite ﬁeld Fq. Then
(a) θe(θ f + a) has the multiplicative order at least U (r − 2, p − 1),
(b) (θ− f + a)(θ f + a) for a2 	= −1 has the multiplicative order at least U ((r − 3)/2, p − 1) and this order
divides q(r−1)/2 − 1,
(c) θ−2e(θ− f + a)(θ f + a)−1 for a2 	= 1 has the multiplicative order at least U ((r − 3)/2, p − 1) and this
order divides q(r−1)/2 + 1,
(d) θe(θ f + a) for a2 	= ±1 has the multiplicative order at least [U ((r − 3)/2, p − 1)]2/2.
Proof. (a) Clearly the map, taking θ to θ p , is the Frobenius automorphism of the ﬁeld Fq(θ). Since q
is primitive modulo r, the congruence f ≡ qm mod r holds for some integer m. As q is a power of p,
the map, sending θ to θ f = θqm , is a power of the Frobenius automorphism and, therefore, is also an
automorphism of the ﬁeld Fq(θ). Since the last examined automorphism takes θ g(θ +a) to θe(θ f +a),
where g ≡ ef −1 mod r, multiplicative orders of these elements coincide. Thus, it is suﬃcient to prove
that θ g(θ + a) for any integer g has the multiplicative order at least U (r − 2, p − 1).
As q is primitive modulo r, for each j = 1, . . . , r − 2, an integer α j exists such that qα j ≡ j mod r.
The powers
(
θ g(θ + a))qα j = θ gqα j (θqα j + a)= θ g j(θ j + a)
belong to the group 〈θ g(θ + a)〉. Let S1 be the set of partitions (u1, . . . ,ur−2) of the integer r − 2,
where each part appears no more than p−1 times, that is ∑r−2j=1 ju j = r−2, 0 u1, . . . ,ur−2  p−1.
For every partition from S1 we construct the following product
r−2∏
j=1
[
θ g j
(
θ j + a)]u j = θ g∑r−2j=1 ju j r−2∏
j=1
(
θ j + a)u j = θ g(r−2) r−2∏
j=1
(
θ j + a)u j
that also belongs to the group. We show that if two partitions from S1 are distinct, then the corre-
spondent products do not coincide.
Assume that partitions (u1, . . . ,ur−2) and (v1, . . . , vr−2) from S1 are distinct, and the correspon-
dent products are equal:
θ g(r−2)
r−2∏
j=1
(
θ j + a)u j = θ g(r−2) r−2∏
j=1
(
θ j + a)v j .
Since the polynomial Φr(x) is the characteristic polynomial of θ , we write
r−2∏
j=1
(
x j + a)u j = r−2∏
j=1
(
x j + a)v j (mod Φr(x)).
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these polynomials are equal as polynomials over Fq , i.e.,
r−2∏
j=1
(
x j + a)u j = r−2∏
j=1
(
x j + a)v j . (1)
Let k be the smallest integer for which uk 	= vk and, say uk > vk . After removing common factors
on both sides of (1), we obtain
(
xk + a)uk−vk r−2∏
j=k+1
(
x j + a)u j = r−2∏
j=k+1
(
x j + a)v j . (2)
Denote the absolute term of the polynomial
∏r−2
j=k+1(x j + a)u j by b. Then there is the term
(uk − vk)auk−vk−1bxk
on the left side of (2) with minimal non-zero power of x. Since 0 uk, vk  p − 1, uk 	= vk , a,b 	= 0,
the term is non-zero. And such term does not occur on the right side, which makes the identity (2)
impossible. Hence, products, corresponding to distinct partitions, cannot be equal and the result fol-
lows.
(b) The order of the group F ∗
qr−1 equals to q
r−1 − 1 = (q(r−1)/2 − 1)(q(r−1)/2 + 1). Note that since q
is primitive modulo r, and r is prime, the congruences qr−1 ≡ 1 mod r and q(r−1)/2 ≡ −1 mod r are
true. Then
[
θe
(
θ f + a)]q(r−1)/2+1 = θe(q(r−1)/2+1)(θ f q(r−1)/2 + a)(θ f + a)= (θ− f + a)(θ f + a),
and so, the order of (θ− f + a)(θ f + a) divides q(r−1)/2 − 1. We show that (θ− f + a)(θ f + a) generates
the group of the order at least U ((r − 3)/2, p − 1). Indeed, since the ﬁeld automorphism, taking θ
to θ f , sends (θ−1 + a)(θ + a) to (θ− f + a)(θ f + a), multiplicative orders of these elements coincide.
Hence, it is suﬃcient to prove that
(
θ−1 + a)(θ + a) = θ−1(aθ + 1)(θ + a)
has the multiplicative order at least U ((r − 3)/2, p − 1).
As q is primitive modulo r, for j = 1, . . . , (r − 3)/2, an integer α j exists such that qα j ≡ j mod r.
The powers
[
θ−1(aθ + 1)(θ + a)]qα j = θ− j(aθ j + 1)(θ j + a)
belong to the group 〈θ−1(aθ + 1)(θ + a)〉. For every partition from the set S2 of partitions
(u1, . . . ,u(r−3)/2) of (r − 3)/2, where ∑(r−3)/2j=1 ju j = (r − 3)/2, 0  u1, . . . ,u(r−3)/2  p − 1, we con-
struct the following product
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j=1
[
θ− j
(
aθ j + 1)(θ j + a)]u j = θ−∑(r−3)/2j=1 ju j (r−3)/2∏
j=1
[(
aθ j + 1)(θ j + a)]u j
= θ−(r−3)/2
(r−3)/2∏
j=1
[(
aθ j + 1)(θ j + a)]u j
that also belongs to the group. We show that if two partitions from S2 are distinct, then the corre-
spondent products do not coincide.
Assume that partitions (u1, . . . ,u(r−3)/2) and (v1, . . . , v(r−3)/2) from S2 are distinct, and the cor-
respondent products are equal:
θ−(r−3)/2
(r−3)/2∏
j=1
[(
aθ j + 1)(θ j + a)]u j = θ−(r−3)/2 (r−3)/2∏
j=1
[(
aθ j + 1)(θ j + a)]v j .
Then, analogously to the proof of part (a), we obtain the following equality for polynomials of degree
r − 3< degΦr(x):
(r−3)/2∏
j=1
[(
ax j + 1)(x j + a)]u j = (r−3)/2∏
j=1
[(
ax j + 1)(x j + a)]v j . (3)
Let k be the smallest integer for which uk 	= vk and uk > vk . After removing common factors on both
sides of (3), we have
[
ax2k + (a2 + 1)xk + a]uk−vk (r−3)/2∏
j=k+1
[(
ax j + 1)(x j + a)]u j = (r−3)/2∏
j=k+1
[(
ax j + 1)(x j + a)]v j . (4)
Denote the absolute term for the polynomial
∏(r−3)/2
j=k+1 [(ax j + 1)(x j + a)]u j by b. Applying the multi-
nomial formula to [ax2k + (a2 + 1)xk + a]uk−vk , we obtain that there is the term
(uk − vk)
(
a2 + 1)auk−vk−1bxk
in the polynomial on the left side of (4) with minimal non-zero power of x. Since 0 uk, vk  p − 1,
uk 	= vk , a2 	= −1, a,b 	= 0, the term is non-zero. And such term does not occur on the right side,
which leads to a contradiction.
(c) Since
[
θe
(
θ f + a)]q(r−1)/2−1 = θe(q(r−1)/2−1)(θ f q(r−1)/2 + a)(θ f + a)−1 = θ−2e(θ− f + a)(θ f + a)−1,
the order of θ−2e(θ− f +a)(θ f +a)−1 is a divisor of q(r−1)/2+1. We show that θ−2e(θ− f +a)(θ f +a)−1
generates the group of the order at least U ((r − 3)/2, p − 1). Indeed, since the ﬁeld automorphism,
taking θ to θ f , sends θ−2ef −1 (θ−1 + a)(θ + a)−1 to θ−2e(θ− f + a)(θ f + a)−1, multiplicative orders of
these elements coincide. Hence, it is suﬃcient to prove that
θ−2ef −1
(
θ−1 + a)(θ + a)−1 = θ t(aθ + 1)(θ + a)−1,
where t = −2ef −1 − 1, has the multiplicative order at least U ((r − 3)/2, p − 1).
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The powers
[
θ t(aθ + 1)(θ + a)−1]qα j = θ jt(aθ j + 1)(θ j + a)−1
belong to the group 〈θ t(aθ + 1)(θ + a)−1〉. For every partition from the set S2 of partitions
(u1, . . . ,u(r−3)/2) of (r − 3)/2, where ∑(r−3)/2j=1 ju j = (r − 3)/2, 0  u1, . . . ,u(r−3)/2  p − 1, we con-
struct the following product
(r−3)/2∏
j=1
[
θ jt
(
aθ j + 1)(θ j + a)−1]u j = θ t∑(r−3)/2j=1 ju j (r−3)/2∏
j=1
[(
aθ j + 1)(θ j + a)−1]u j
= θ t(r−3)/2
(r−3)/2∏
j=1
[(
aθ j + 1)(θ j + a)−1]u j
that also belongs to the group. We show that if two partitions from S2 are distinct, then the corre-
spondent products do not coincide.
Assume that partitions (u1, . . . ,u(r−3)/2) and (v1, . . . , v(r−3)/2) from S2 are distinct, and the cor-
respondent products are equal:
θ t(r−3)/2
(r−3)/2∏
j=1
[
θ jt
(
aθ j + 1)(θ j + a)−1]u j = θ t(r−3)/2 (r−3)/2∏
j=1
[
θ jt
(
aθ j + 1)(θ j + a)−1]v j .
Then, analogously to the proof of part (a), we obtain the following equality for polynomials of degree
r − 3< degΦr(x):
(r−3)/2∏
j=1
(
ax j + 1)u j (x j + a)v j = (r−3)/2∏
j=1
(
ax j + 1)v j (x j + a)u j . (5)
Let k be the smallest integer for which uk 	= vk and uk > vk . After removing common factors on both
sides of (5), we obtain
(
axk + 1)uk−vk (r−3)/2∏
j=k+1
(
ax j + 1)u j (x j + a)v j = (xk + a)uk−vk (r−3)/2∏
j=k+1
(
ax j + 1)v j (x j + a)u j . (6)
Denote the absolute term for the polynomial
∏(r−3)/2
j=k+1 (ax
j +1)u j (x j +a)v j by b, and the absolute term
for the polynomial
∏(r−3)/2
j=k+1 (ax
j +1)v j (x j +a)u j by c. Obviously b, c 	= 0. Since absolute terms on both
sides of (6) are equal, the identity b = auk−vk c holds. As coeﬃcients near xk on both sides of (6) are
equal, we have (uk − vk)ab = (uk − vk)auk−vk−1c, which implies the identity b = auk−vk−2c. Comparing
the identities, we obtain a2 = 1 – a contradiction to the condition a2 	= 1 in part (c).
(d) Recall that the order of F ∗
qr−1 equals to q
r−1−1 = (q(r−1)/2−1)(q(r−1)/2+1). Factors q(r−1)/2−1
and q(r−1)/2 + 1 have the greatest common divisor 2, since their sum equals to 2q(r−1)/2. Consider
the subgroup of F ∗
qr−1 generated by θ
e(θ f + a). This subgroup contains two subgroups: ﬁrst one is
generated by
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[
θe
(
θ f + a)]q(r−1)/2+1 = (θ− f + a)(θ f + a),
and second one – by
w2 =
[
θe
(
θ f + a)]q(r−1)/2−1 = θ−2e(θ− f + a)(θ f + a)−1.
According to part (b), the order of w1 divides q(r−1)/2 − 1, and according to part (c), the order of w2
divides q(r−1)/2 + 1.
Construct the element
w =
{
w21w2 if ρ2(q
(r−1)/2 − 1) = 2,
w1w22 if ρ2(q
(r−1)/2 + 1) = 2.
If ρ2(q(r−1)/2 − 1) = 2, then (q(r−1)/2 − 1)/2 is odd and coprime with q(r−1)/2 + 1. Clearly the order
of w21 is a divisor of (q
(r−1)/2 − 1)/2. Hence, in this case, 〈w〉 = 〈w21〉 × 〈w2〉. Similar to the previous
consideration, if ρ2(q(r−1)/2 + 1) = 2, then 〈w〉 = 〈w1〉 × 〈w22〉. In both cases, the order of w is the
product of the orders of w1 and w2 divided by 2. According to part (b) and part (c), the order of w ,
and so, the order of θe(θ + a) is at least [U ((r − 3)/2, p − 1)]2/2. 
Corollary 2. The Gauss period β has the multiplicative order at least U (r − 2, p − 1) and this order divides
q(r−1)/2 − 1.
Proof. The fact that the multiplicative order of β = θ + θ−1 = θ−1(θ2 + 1) is at least U (r − 2, p − 1)
follows from Theorem 1, part (a). Since
(
θ + θ−1)q(r−1)/2−1 = (θq(r−1)/2 + θ−q(r−1)/2)(θ + θ−1)−1 = (θ−1 + θ)(θ + θ−1)−1 = 1,
the order of β divides q(r−1)/2 − 1. 
The lower bound U (r − 2, p − 1) in Corollary 2 on the multiplicative order of the Gauss period β
improves the previous bound U ((r − 3)/2, p − 1) of Ahmadi, Shparlinski and Voloch [2].
Remark 1. The β belongs to the subﬁeld Fq(r−1)/2 of the ﬁeld Fq(θ) = Fqr−1 .
Let a be any non-zero element in Fq . We use below the following denotations:
γ = (θ−1 + a)(θ + a)−1 and z = {β2γ if ρ2(q(r−1)/2 − 1) = 2,
βγ 2 if ρ2(q(r−1)/2 + 1) = 2.
Corollary 3. The element z for a2 	= 1 has the multiplicative order at least
[
U (r − 2, p − 1)U((r − 3)/2, p − 1)]/2.
Proof. According to Corollary 2, β has the order that divides q(r−1)/2−1 and is at least U (r−2, p−1).
According to Theorem 1, part (c) (if to put e = 2−1 mod r, f = 1), γ has the order that divides
q(r−1)/2 + 1 and is at least U ((r − 3)/2, p − 1). Analogously to the proof of Theorem 1, part (d), the
order of z is the product of the orders of β and γ divided by 2. Hence, the result follows. 
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Explicit lower bounds on the orders of ﬁnite ﬁeld elements in terms of p and r are of special
interest in applications. That is why we use in this section some known estimates from [3,8] to derive
explicit lower bounds on the multiplicative orders of θe(θ f + a) and z. We take π√2/3 ≈ 2.5 to
simplify further formulas.
According to [3, Corollary 1.3], the number of partitions of n not containing d equal parts is equal
to the number of partitions of n with no part divisible by d:
U (n,d − 1) = Q (n,d). (7)
Explicit lower bound on Q (n,d) for n  d2 is given in [8]. If n < d, then clearly U (n,d − 1) = U (n).
Explicit lower bound on U (n) for all integers n is also proposed in [8]. We use known results, Theo-
rem 1 and Corollary 3 to obtain explicit lower bounds on the multiplicative orders of the examined
elements. We need to distinguish two cases.
Case 1. r is big comparatively to p.
In this case the following corollary holds.
Corollary 4. Let e be any integer, f be any integer coprime with r, a be any non-zero element of the ﬁeld Fq.
(a) If r  p2 + 2, then θe(θ f + a) has the multiplicative order larger than
(
p(p − 1)
160(r − 2)
)√p
exp
(
2.5
√(
1− 1
p
)
(r − 2)
)
.
(b) If r  2p2 + 3, then θe(θ f + a) for a2 	= ±1 has the multiplicative order larger than
1
2
(
p(p − 1)
80(r − 3)
)2√p
exp
(
2.5
√
2
√(
1− 1
p
)
(r − 3)
)
.
(c) If r  2p2 + 3, then z for a2 	= 1 has the multiplicative order larger than
1
2
(
p2(p − 1)2
12800(r − 2)(r − 3)
)√p
exp
(
2.5
(
1+
√
2
2
)√(
1− 1
p
)
(r − 3)
)
.
Proof. (a) According to [8, Theorem 5.1], the following inequality holds for d > 1 and n d2:
Q (n,d) >
(
d(d − 1)
160n
)√d
exp
(
2.5
√(
1− 1
d
)
n
)
. (8)
It follows from part (a) of Theorem 1, equality (7) and inequality (8) that for r − 2  p2 the multi-
plicative order Lr,1 of θe(θ f + a) satisﬁes the bound
Lr,1  U (r − 2, p − 1) = Q (r − 2, p) >
(
p(p − 1)
160(r − 2)
)√p
exp
(
2.5
√(
1− 1
p
)
(r − 2)
)
.
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plicative order Lr,2 of θe(θ f + a) for a2 	= ±1 satisﬁes the bound
Lr,2 
[
U
(
(r − 3)/2, p − 1)]2/2= [Q ((r − 3)/2, p)]2/2
>
1
2
(
p(p − 1)
80(r − 3)
)2√p
exp
(
2.5
√
2
√(
1− 1
p
)
(r − 3)
)
.
(c) Applying Corollary 3, equality (7) and inequality (8), we obtain that for (r − 3)/2  p2 the
multiplicative order Lr,3 of z for a2 	= 1 satisﬁes the bound
Lr,3 
[
U (r − 2, p − 1) · U((r − 3)/2, p − 1)]/2= [Q (r − 2, p) · Q ((r − 3)/2, p)]/2
>
1
2
(
p(p − 1)
160(r − 2)
)√p
exp
(
2.5
√(
1− 1
p
)
(r − 2)
)(
p(p − 1)
80(r − 3)
)√p
exp
(
2.5
√(
1− 1
p
)
r − 3
2
)
>
1
2
(
p2(p − 1)2
12800(r − 2)(r − 3)
)√p
exp
(
2.5
(
1+
√
2
2
)√(
1− 1
p
)
(r − 3)
)
. 
Case 2. r is of the same magnitude as p or small comparatively to p.
In this case the following corollary holds.
Corollary 5. Let e be any integer, f be any integer coprime with r, a be any non-zero element of the ﬁeld Fq.
(a) If r < p + 2, then θe(θ f + a) has the multiplicative order larger than
exp(2.5
√
r − 2)
13(r − 2) .
(b) If r < 2p + 3, then θe(θ f + a) for a2 	= ±1 has the multiplicative order larger than
2exp(2.5
√
2
√
r − 3)
169(r − 3)2 .
(c) If r < 2p + 3, then z for a2 	= 1 has the multiplicative order larger than
exp(2.5(1+
√
2
2 )
√
r − 3)
169(r − 2)(r − 3) .
Proof. (a) Recall that if n < d, then U (n,d − 1) = U (n). According to [8, Theorem 4.2], the following
inequality holds for all integers n:
U (n) >
exp(2.5
√
n)
. (9)
13n
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Lr,1 of θe(θ f + a) satisﬁes the bound
Lr,1  U (r − 2, p − 1) = U (r − 2) > exp(2.5
√
r − 2)
13(r − 2) .
(b) Part (d) of Theorem 1 and inequality (9) imply that for (r − 3)/2 < p the multiplicative order
Lr,2 of θe(θ f + a) for a2 	= ±1 satisﬁes the bound
Lr,2 
[
U
(
(r − 3)/2, p − 1)]2/2= [U((r − 3)/2)]2/2> 2exp(2.5
√
2
√
r − 3)
169(r − 3)2 .
(c) Applying Corollary 3 and inequality (9), we obtain for (r − 3)/2 < p that the multiplicative
order Lr,3 of z for a2 	= 1 satisﬁes the bound
Lr,3 
[
U (r − 2, p − 1)U((r − 3)/2, p − 1)]/2= [U (r − 2)U((r − 3)/2)]/2
>
exp(2.5(1+
√
2
2 )
√
r − 3)
169(r − 2)(r − 3) . 
Remark 2. According to [2, Corollary 2], uniformly over q, as r → ∞: the multiplicative order Lr of
Gauss period β satisﬁes the bound
Lr  exp
((
2.5√
2
√
1− 1
p
+ o(1)
)√
r − 1
)
.
It is possible to derive from Theorem 1 the analogous asymptotic lower bounds on the multiplicative
orders of the elements considered in this paper:
the multiplicative order Lr,1 of θe(θ f + a) satisﬁes the bound
Lr,1  exp
((
2.5
√
1− 1
p
+ o(1)
)√
r − 1
)
,
the multiplicative order Lr,2 of θe(θ f + a) for a2 	= ±1 satisﬁes the bound
Lr,2 
1
2
exp
((
2.5
√
2
√
1− 1
p
+ o(1)
)√
r − 1
)
,
the multiplicative order Lr,3 of z for a2 	= 1 satisﬁes the bound
Lr,3 
1
2
exp
((
2.5(1+ √2/2)
√
1− 1
p
+ o(1)
)√
r − 1
)
.
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In this section we provide a few numerical examples of lower bounds on the multiplicative orders
of the considered previously elements.
Let us denote lower bounds on the orders of θe(θ f + a), θe(θ f + a) for a2 	= ±1 and z for a2 	= 1
by b1, b2 and b3 respectively. We have chosen to take logarithms to base 2 of these numbers because
of their size. Recall that the order of F ∗
qr−1 equals to q
r−1 − 1. Logarithms of qr−1 − 1, b1, b2 and b3 in
examples 1–5 are given in Table 1. In all examples r is prime, q = p is prime and primitive modulo r,
and we have the ﬁeld Fqr−1 . We are in case 1 in examples 1–4, since r  2p2 + 3. We are in case 2 in
example 5, since r < p + 2.
Table 1
q r log2(q
r−1 − 1) log2 b1 log2 b2 log2 b3
1 3 401 633.99 35.65 – –
2 5 257 594.41 26.93 – 39.85
3 11 419 1446.04 39.56 43.53 60.74
4 11 1009 3487.10 74.25 90.14 118.76
5 107 97 647.18 24.72 28.71 38.89
For our ﬁrst example, there are no elements in F3 for which a2 	= 1 mod 3. So, there are no
numbers in the correspondent two cells in Table 1.
For our second example, there are no elements in F5 for which a2 	= ±1 mod 5. So, there is no
number in the correspondent cell in Table 1. Clearly a2 	= 1 mod 5 for a = 2,3. As 5 ≡ 1 mod 4, the
congruence 5128 + 1 ≡ 2 mod 4 holds. Then (q(r−1)/2 + 1)/2 = (5128 + 1)/2 is odd and coprime with
q(r−1)/2 − 1 = 5128 − 1.
For our third example, clearly a2 	= ±1 mod 11 and a2 	= 1 mod 11 for a = 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9. As
11 ≡ −1 mod 4, the congruence 11209 − 1 ≡ −2 mod 4 holds. Then (q(r−1)/2 − 1)/2 = (11209 − 1)/2
is odd and coprime with q(r−1)/2 + 1 = 11209 + 1.
For our fourth example, as 11 ≡ −1 mod 4, the congruence 11504 + 1 ≡ 2 mod 4 holds. Then
(q(r−1)/2 + 1)/2 = (11504 + 1)/2 is odd and coprime with q(r−1)/2 − 1= 11504 − 1.
For our ﬁrth example, as 107 ≡ −1 mod 4, the congruence 10748 + 1 ≡ 2 mod 4 holds. Then
(q(r−1)/2 + 1)/2 = (1148 + 1)/2 is odd and coprime with q(r−1)/2 − 1 = 10748 − 1.
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